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Gender

928 responses

What degree program are you pursuing now?

928 responses

What subject area are you currently pursuing?

928 responses

Student Satisfaction Survey 2022-23
928 responses

Publish analytics

Copy

Female
Male
Transgender

99.9%

Copy

Bachelor's
Master’s
MPhil
Doctorate
.

96.6%

Copy

Arts
Commerce
Science
Professional
Food technology

30%

27.7%

42.2%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1vOKa3_j2ps1zHtde-EDbMFZHnR9rMIqtiWLLVATQdM4/edit#start=publishanalytics
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I'm Studying in

928 responses

Select Division

790 responses

How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?

928 responses

Copy

First Year
Second Year
Third Year
PG Part 1
PG Part 2

30.8%

33.3%

32.9%

Copy

A
B
C

11.8%

36.8%

51.4%

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
Below 30%

9.1%

49.7%

38.9%
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How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

928 responses

How well were the teachers able to communicate?

928 responses

The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

928 responses

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won’t teach at all

54.5%

41.8%

Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

13%

36.7%

48.2%

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

24%

24.5%

46.3%
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Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.

928 responses

Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

928 responses

The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visitopportunities for students.

928 responses

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Sometimes unfair
Usually unfair
Unfair

11.3%
45.3%

41.1%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

8.5%

17.3%

37.7%

34.4%

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

14.3%

23.4%

30.5%

27.7%
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The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in
cognitive, social and emotional growth.

928 responses

The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

928 responses

Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes.

928 responses

Copy

Significantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

23.6%

44.1%

25.4%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

24.5%

43.8%

27.5%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

16.9%

40.3%

35.7%
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Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you.

928 responses

The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications.

928 responses

The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing
right level of challenges.

928 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
I don’t have a mentor

11%
31.8%

51.1%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

11%
39.9%

45.6%

Copy

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to

21.1%

36.9%

32.1%
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Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome
them.

928 responses

The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring, review
and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning process.

928 responses

The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential
learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for
enhancing learning experiences.

928 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

9.9%

21.9%

35.5%

28.4%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

23.8%

27%

44.7%

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

24.9%

19.7%

47.8%
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Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.

928 responses

Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.

928 responses

What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.

928 responses

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

18.3%

41.3%

35.2%

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

6%

18.3%

44.7%

28.2%

Copy

Above 90%
70 – 89%
50 – 69%
30 – 49%
Below 29%

11%

36.9%

48.5%
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The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very
good.

928 responses

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

20.3%

47.6%

29.7%



- 

. 

. 

There should b field trip in every subject 

Nothing  

No suggestion  

No basic amenities like wifi . 

Nill 

- 

There should be an initiative taken to organise events like fun week, intercollegiate events, etc. 

No suggestion 

Please make the fans proper it's very hot overall everything is good 

No suggestions 

Wifi accessibility for students 

Held more events 

Different methods can also be used in teaching. 

Fun activities between teaching 

Nothing 

Nothing 

Asking less questions to the students as some students can perform well by listening rather than 
interacting  
Curtailing lectures after 2:00 as its exhausting and concentration levels decrease  
Providing notes and respecting private space of students 
We need comfortable benches! They're too harsh on our butt's! Replacements of fans so that distraction 
of feeling heat doesn't occur.  

Having more communication with students and solving.their weakness 

..... 

Keep only one teacher for a subject in a class. 
Don't keep the same subject twice a day. 
Shorten the afternoon lectures. 

..  

Nothing  

Try to ask the students about their doubts 
Encourage students in cooperative learning  
Advice students for their career and academic opportunities  

- 

1) Get better professors who are willing to prepare proper ppts and not just copy paste from Google and 
then present by just reading the ppt and not explain the matter. 



2) 15 min break isnt enough to recharge our brain, atleast a 30 min break is needed.  
3) there should be a satisfactory form regarding each professor so that we can address our issues to 
them individually.  

Creative teaching and more use of technology  

.  

 
No suggestions..  

There should be good LCD in our class 

. 

No suggestions  

While teaching teachers should also make the use of blackboard. 

- 

Everything is perfect in the institution 

Teachers should give more problems for homework and discuss them during lecture also.  

1. Increasing the duration of semester  

Would like to have a better laboratory facilities in the PG department with much better working 
equipments and laboratory supplies. 

Proper facilities 
To be organised 
Proper time schedule to be followed  

Make better presentations  

1) Provide notes or ppts to make it easy for us to study and learn the concept. 
2) breaks between the lectures are necessary 
3) Not to extend the time limit of the lecture. 

No suggestions  

1) Follow the order of the syllabus while teaching, 

Access to better lab equipments 

Teach at a speed the students can understand & 
Provide notes 

Teaching should not just be a learning point of view but a experience to be prepared for the opportunities 
ahead in the world. 
Presentations should be prepared in a way that it is easy for everyone at any level to understand without 
being explained. 
Delivering lectures should be done in a way that every student understands the concept clearly, rather 
then rushing to just complete the portion. 

More on soft skills and life skills can be inculcated, strengths and weaknesses of students should be 
identified and more use of examples and applications during teaching.  

Can understand better with presentations  

Good study materials 

* Teacher should concentrate on their teaching, not on our dresses or personal life  
* They should encourage students or take subjects which are good in the coming future rather than 



discouraging them  
* Should maintain proper connection with students  

Teaching to fast 

- 

No subtopics should be given for self study as we don't understand atleast it is necessary that they 
explain 

. 

. 

1) Explaination of themes after every unit. 
2)Overall revision. 
3) Chapter-wise explaination  

. 

.... 

... 

No 

No 

No suggestions. 

suggestion - is teaching institute should take us to field trip as related to our studies . 

Suggestively more activities should be conducted, where in all participate.  

Nothing  

Good excellent  

Everything is fine  

None  

Descriptive explanation on the assigned ISAs 

I feel that the teachers are always thoroughly prepared for classes and the overall quality of teaching in 
my institute is very good 

Everything is fine here. No changes are required.  

Nothing  

.  

No suggestions  

Nothing  

...  

Teachers are always helpful and kind 

They should try to reach out to all the students for extra curricular activities. 

No suggestions  

No suggestions 



No suggestion 

No suggestions  

No suggestion  

No suggestions  

No suggestions� 

Nope 

Nooo need 

no suggestion 

1) Reduce the number number of students per class compared to present.  
2) More number of field trips and overall practical experience.  

Do Communicatio well 

Very Good! 

1. Try to communicate and understand every student problem in each subject. 

I suggest, if you don't want to substitute formal/professional word at least you can add up other/informal 
word. It helps students to clear the meaning or concept. 

- 

No suggestion  

I would suggest that the college takes the students on study tours or field trips. 

Teachers should not run fast with the portion. 

While exams are approaching teachers are going fast with the portion 

Teacher are going fast in portion when exams are approaching. 

Have actives so all can be attentive during classs 

Teachers are going fast with the portion while exams are approaching  

Teachers should not run fast with the portion .  

Everything is alright  

Nothing really  

No suggestions  

College activities  

Can switch to better teaching by activities or something  

.  

- 

Explain with example 
Teaching is good 

No comments  

Good 



They are very good  

Good  

Good 

Everything us satisfactory  

More field trips can be included  

. 

Good  
Need to give more attention  

- 

Students should have individual classroom assigned only to them since by the next lecture the placement 
is changed completely. The computer and projectors have problem and don't work regularly. Also there 
should be an increase in department activities. 

More communication skills  

Very good! 

More communication skills. 

. 

- 

-Give Notes  
-creative teaching and use modern technologies ..  
-encourage students to take part in different activities.  

Nothing 

No comments  

Fine good 

Better classroom accommodation and better internet and PC access  

----- 

More practical learning through field trips.  
Question bank should be given.  
Give sufficient study holidays.  

None 

.  

None  

They are good 

. 

Could be better in ways of discussing the paper once answer or later in the day. 

No comments  

None 



Can give more examples  

Slower and steady  
Use of screen should be less 
Giving notes  

Good 

No suggestions  

Nil 

Everything is good 

 
. 

One teacher i can't understand anything she teaches 

Non 

1. Teach with LCD projector  
2.suggest with wt book we should refer fir syllabus. 

No suggestions 

Participate in all other college events.  
Encourage more field study 
Give TY Zoology, TY Botany students a class as they are sitting in lab.  

None 

Nothing  

No suggestions  

A request to few teacher, who say they will complete a particular topic some other time, please complete 
it.  

You should understand students feelings.  

Nothing 

Everything is ok  

There must be slow in teaching bcoz  
some students don't understand when they run in teaching . 

--- 

Test must be taken regularly 

Teaching should be more practical basis then keeping it limited to the books  

None.  

None  

.  

The teacher is always helping and kind. 
Good learning experience. 

No suggestion  

Good and need to have more attention  



None 

no suggestions  

- 

....... 

It was nice. No changes  

No suggestion  

Nothing  

Nothing  

Nothing  

.... 

Nothing 

They should try to talk with students personal not infront of all coz some students are not openly 
They should try to see where student is unable to study 
They should ask each student where they hv prblm hv  

1 Assign more practical work to students to increase their skills. 
2 Educational trips 

Its good  

- 

None  

.. 

. 

Nil 

- 

More use of self study  
More analysis based writings  
More indept discussions about the topic  

————— 

Satisfied. 

Satisfied  

. 

Every topic was nicely covered and the teaching was good 

None 

Satisfied  

- 

None 



Nothing  

Nil 

- 

. 

Teachers should give notes 

No suggestions  

Every topic was nicely thought and teaching was also good 

There are some of the techers who do partiality to student so don't be partial,dont judge the student,and 
lastly listen to the student's feelings. 

No suggestion... 

It is satisfactory  

No suggestion  

Need more attention 

Need more attention  

No suggestion  

- 

- 

Nth 

1_take us for field trips  
2_allow us to participate in other college events  

. 

Overall good  

. 

Need at least one day holiday after each subject exam in semester end exam..teacher should provide us 
th notes  

Break time is less..... There is no time for students brain to relax.  

Involving everyone in the class  
Have fun activity  

1-motivate us to take part in competition outside college . 
2-keep some good events in college. 
3-not only few students but everyone should be taken for field trips or any other thing . 

No suggestions 

Improve of more technology to teach 

No 

Nothing  

No 



Nothing 

The speed of teaching should be little slow. 

. .  

- 

N 

Nothing  

Nil 

_ 

Teachers please do not read the slides of the ppt it makes learning boring and students don't understand 
anything.  

- 

Teachers should be regular...due to irregularities some teachers take extra class which is not appropriate 
to the students. 

No suggestions  

Its was great 

-- 

Learning experience is good here  

Students should be taken out for field trips.  
Teaching should be more practical, like to show more videos, concepts should be taught by practical 
teaching.  
Concepts should not teach only in classrooms but students should tk outside and show them with live 
examples, so that students can understand better, and there will be different environment than 
classrooms.  

Field trips should be organised for students related to the particular subject, 
Communication speed should not be too fast, 

- 

_ 

-- 

. 

Everything is good 

1. Teachers run with the portion when exams are approaching 

Non 

- 

- 

Nothing 

No suggestions  



No comments  

I love their teaching way  

No suggestions  

.  

1)More examples so that we can understand the concepts better 
2) More use of projector to show the concepts  
3) Test after each chapter to make learning better  

. 

Good  

Should conduct field trips for students to industries and factories.  
And also study tour.  

No suggestions  

----- 

.  

. 

.  

Exposure, field trips and activities  

Nothing  

_ 

- 

- 

Take us out for educational field trip 
Teach us to use knowledge practically  

- 

Should conduct field trip for students  

Noo  

. 

No suggestions  

it was nice 

It is good  

Good institutions 

Nothing  

No thanks  

Nil 

. 



- Use if technology should be more  
- weakness of the students should be discussed individually  

No suggestions  

Proper LCD to b installed  

My Learning experience in this college is really good.... I just studying in Carmel college.... 

- 

No suggestions  

. 

1- Keep some good events in college  
2- Not only certain students who have taken certain subjects should be taken for field trips and all but all 
the students should be given this opportunity 
3- Students should be allowed to participate in other college events 

No suggestions  

. 

Keep only one teacher for one subjects rather than two. 
Avoid changing teachers frequently i have had around 5 teachers for one subjects who are changed just 
after 2 weeks or so. 
When we have free lectures there are no free classrooms to sit. 
Please avoid reading students answers in class infront of everyone.  
Rules should be equal for everyone and especially library rules.  

The classes should be shortened a little bit. It's too difficult to be focused for an hour.  

- 

Teacher's encourage us to learn new things n encourage us to participate in activities 

Good teaching 

. 

If there could be computer classes and other workshops conducted like candle making, stitching or 
coding it would be really amazing.  

- 

Please use less ppt to teach....the normal mode of teaching was still better. 
Have more field visits for us. 
I filled the same last time as well but saw no change. 

No suggestions  

No suggestions  

Teachers should be friendly.They should often take us to field trip  
Shouldn't teach continously for full one hour  

1)Teachers should be friendly with the students  
2)They should often take us for field trips 
3) Shouldn't teach continuosly for full one hour  

1:Talk something beyond syllabus,I want to hear experiences and learn from it. 
2:Go slow with syllabus 
3:Add field trip and practical things to make class interesting. 



1) teachers should be friendly 
2) they should often take us for field trips 
3) shouldn’t teach continuously for full 1 hour 

1)Teachers should friendly 
2)They often take us for field trip  
3)shouldn't teach continuously for full one hour  

Teacher's please do not read the slides which becomes learning boring.  
Ppt should be be interesting instead of just notes.  

Study holidays before SEE 

Teaching should little bit slower and clear and more in understanding explaination form 

All the teaching methods are excellent and even the teachers are supportive and understanding. 

I would suggest teachers to provide notes.  

Nill 

_ 

No suggestions  

No suggestion 

Bad  

let us choose the subjects we like  

None 

Use of more examples to make the topic intresting  

Teaching should be fun  

Teacher's should give notes 

. 

Startwith syllabus on time , follow scheduled lectures  

Good  

overall the instruction is Preparing us quit we'll for the outer world . 

Proper LCD to be installed in classrooms  

------ 

.  

Include more practical use of theory 
Include more activities outside class 

Fun learning  

NIL 

Nil 

No 

Free courses online on relative topics(eg marketing-emarketing)  



Very good 

Nothing  

Need improvements and very less events/activities happening  

The institution should take students on field trip  

None 

About NSS Mark's there should be different ways for a student to get marks, Because some students 
have dust allergy etc . And when it's about teaching they are fine and studies we can manage we need to 
put more affords. 

Institute does not have good event so that students can participate in college . 

Nathing 

. 

The projectors should be repaired it does disturb the class.  

The institution is great  

. 

Not needed 

Nooooo!!!!!  

we as students learned many life enhancing courses apart from education.  
College timing can be altered for the sake of students who travel from far places. 

- 

Institute does not have good events so that the students can participate in college and we are not even 
informed about other college events  

I am proud to be a student of Carmel college, ample of opportunities, encouragement and attention given 
to students. Availability of teachers of teachers whenever students are in need is best in this college. 
Thank you. 

They are explain again& again 
They try to give more knowlegde fir r good  

- 

 
Try to make us understand the concept more easily. 

Self study should be restricted  

No suggestions  

Educational field trip to students 
Longer breaks  

More educational trips to commerce students. 

Teacher need to stop doing partiality..  

Sometimes,some teachers do the partiality but the teaching is very good they explain everything apart 
from tht students take their friends to participate in various activities 



The questions could be discussed after answering the exams.  

have more events and let students participate in things they like have more things. like more games more 
activities so that even if kids are not good in studies Than atleast they know they have a different interest 
which they are good at  

.. 

Projector quality 

NO  

.  

It is very good, they explain whenever we want help, they help to build our confidence 

No suggestion  

I don't know  

.  

No comments  

Teachers should communicate with students n understand them. 

. 

. 

Good 

Nil 

Nothing  

Teachers should take innovative ideas to explain the topic's while conducting their lectures 

- 

None  

.  

Teachers should conduct classes in such a way in which students can understand the concepts easily. 

It is good 
Understand 
Supportable  

Modern teaching should be more practical  

It's good  

More extracurricular activities need to be promoted  

Everything is ok 

Teaching in slow pace is needed... 

- 

1:Need atleast one day holiday after each subject exam in SEE  
2:Teacher's should send atleast confusing chapter notes 
3: Teacher should give atleast 5 minutes break during theory concepts. 



After completion of any chapters, notes or question banks should be provided. 
More library books should be allowed to take at a time. 

The number of students is high so most practicals are done in group mostly 
The books referred by teachers have few copies in the library 

Which book to use for refrence purposes 

There are not much fun activities  

.  

The teaches should make a effort to do presentations so that it would be easy for students to understand.  
There should be activities relating to studies so that it would be more interesting.  

While setting the PPT no images are there in order we cannot understand 
Sometimes they teach tomuch which is going above our head  
Try to recognised who are weaker students and try to explain in simple method 

More intercollege event should be held and allowed to be take part in. 
Time table should be followed properly and should not exceed teaching hours 
Interclass competition should be organised monthly 

Teachers should be on time 
Intercollege events should be organized more often of students interest 
Time tables should strictly be followed and not exceed the teaching hours 

... 

Overall good 

When the teachers don't present the ppt it's little difficult to understand.  

College MUST allow students to participate in other college event, and also institute should organise 
programs as this will help the students in many ways . (Other then career talks everytime) .. because 
college is not only for studing but also for some enjoyment.. 
We feel very sad to see other colleges always enjoying.  
We science students are not even informed( if sometime )any event is happening in our college . 

Everything is good. No suggestions needed 

No comments  

Want some teachers to go slow with the portion 

Nothing 

No  

More interest my trs to take part in intercollegiate activities,more intercollegiate events in college , 
explaining beyond the text 

. 

No suggestions it is good over all 

No suggestions 

They can try to make the class more fun  

Style of teaching is excellent  
But  

More examples and góing slow with the portion before time and not just before exams. 



Nil 

No suggestion  

Provide notes  

Nothing  

No suggestions  

Field trips. Department activities 

No suggestions  

1. Could provide more course/subject options to choose from. 
2. Could organize more inter-college and inter-class events for students to participate. 
3. Could start the college a little late just like other colleges at around 9 am so that the students from far 
distance can reach on time and do not miss initial lectures.  

Nothing  

- 

Modern learning and more participation  

. 

. 

- 

. 

Teachers should try to be slow with their portion  

More field trips  
Less journal work  
More interactive classes 

- Better quality technology such a projectors.  
- Better teaching tools such as ppts  
- Zoology specimens are very old and most of them are dissolving.  

. 

-- 

I have no objections against the teaching process.  

Teaching should be made more practical rather than keeping it limited to the books  

.  

No suggestions 

Teachers should make classes more interesting  

. 

Modern learning and more participation  

Atleast taach us for 45 or 50 mins. Unable to concentrate continuously.  

. 



Non 

Good 

No suggestions  

Nothing 

Please ask students individually if they understood or not.  

- 

Do revision before exam  

. 

None 

They can make the class more fun  

No suggestions. 

I 1: I think there should be 5min after every theory lesson  
2: There should be lectures till from 8am to 3pm or if more than that than more breaks  
3: The prize of the canteen should be lowered as there should be some student coupen  

- 

None 

No 

During exams they run with the portion 
More revision 

Everything is good no need of improvement  

_ 

Have active interaction with students during class  

. 

No 

- 

1.More love example on the concepts taught. 

. 

No comments  

• To guide us in the field of internship 
• Teach us to apply theoretical knowledge practically which will assist us in the upcoming future  
• To conduct field trips often atleast 2 to 3 per semester .... which can help us to know things more 
• To guide us in what sector should we should actually do internship....also career guidance  

- 

No suggestions  

.  

- 



More revisions  
During exams they run with the potion 

Include field-trips for better interaction and productive. 

.  

None 

. 

.  

Explaining the concept using the video. 
Providing beneficial internship . 

No suggestion  

Teacher just go through the slide won't explain  
Don't give proper notes specially chemistry 
And teachers come late to class only attend last 15 mins  

Field trip should be included in all subject  

No 

---- 

Improvisation in explaining. 

.  

nil 

No suggestions  

1. More live examples on the concepts taught. 
2. The teachers should seem more approachable to discuss and put forth our point of views. 
3. More problems to a related concept should be given to solve. 

Some improvements could be done in the infrastructure of the class .It becomes difficult to concentrate 
due to dull lighting . 

Introduce atleast 1 field trip or workshop for everyone subject in every semester  

The college should provide internship facilities in the institution . 

Specimens are not good for practical matter 
Speakers don't work in our class 

- 

.  

There is a major issues with clothing  
They don't encourage students to participate in other events held in different colleges. 
No fun weeks and all. It looks like We are still stuck in Primary School does not feels like how the College 
life is! 

More interaction with the students  

Should give more examples. Should be clear.  

Teacher's should treat all the students equally  



Field trips for all subjects for all semesters.  

. 

The teachers don't give proper attention to all students only for some they give. 

Some teachers have issues with the attire, Specially being in a girls' College.  
They do not guide the students well. 
They don't encourage students to take part in external events. 

Teachers should Not make partiality among students 

NIL  

Field trips for all subjects for all semesters 

1. Have some fun activities all without any limits of participation. 
2. Have student and teacher communicating together in class with example and have study tour. 

Nothing ....every teacher's are good and they do their best  

Avoid taking classes after 1:30 . DSC lectures to be taken in the morning only .  

Field trips for all subjects per semester. 

- 

. 

Very good  

They don't drain us for the whole 1 hour lecture which is good.  
They make us understand n clear our doubts  

Communicate with students  

Have active interaction with students during the lecture  

More practical teaching with field trips  
More career guidance with information of what that job does  
More fun activities 

More interactions with the students,  

1.More inter collegiate events 2. More cultural events 3. More teacher student interaction 

Good 

Specific references should be given. 

Break time less  

- 

Overall the teaching is very good. No suggestions for improvement.  

To revise the portion 

- 

-- 

1.Better Technology Better speakers & projector 
2.Field trips for every subject  



Everything is overall great in the institution . 

Nothing  

No suggestions  

Studying should be more practical rather than keeping it limited to books 

We have not taken to any interesting field trips 

.... 

While selecting a new teacher , the committee has to make sure that the selected teacher not only has 
the required qualifications, teaching experience but they must also know how to develop proper 
communication with the students and convey the required subject to them .  

..... 

Nothing  

Include field trip for better interaction and productivity 
 
More activity assignment  
 
In skills enhancement subject more subjects should be activity based subject than writing 

There should be more efforts made for the explanation of certain concepts as it cannot be understood 
easily in one go. 
Secondly, the teaching should be made a little practical so that students can relate to the matter being 
thought. 
There should be field trips kept so that students can observe and understand things related to the 
syllabus. 

There should be a discussion in person with the subject teacher in what ways she could improve and 
where the student has gone wrong. 

1) Being more interactive with students 
2) Don't take too long lectures specially during summers 
3) Stop scolding students infront of the whole class as it decreases our self-esteem 

No suggestions  

More interaction with students 
Teachers should be more tolerant 

 
Teachers should be more tolerant  

Some Breaks between leactures 

Practicals times need to adjust so that we have atleast one day that we can go home early 

No suggestions 

Having breaks in between lectures 
We should have more of practical teaching 

Try to reach to each student and ask their doubt 

No suggestions  

To make aftrnoon lectures shotter 



Introduce practicals for Ty maths 
... 
... 

None 

More practical things should be done  

.  

To slow down with the teaching 

No  

During exam they run with the portion 

Teachers should be more kind , some teacher discriminated the students based on looks and grades 

To put proper working projectors. 

- 

1)Having Mathematics practical’s in TYBsc 
2)Organising of activities and allowing participation of students on a fair basis  
3) Help in Gu-art preparation  

..  

.  

None 

... 

.  

Introduce practicals for TY Mathematics students.  
Help students in GUART preparation  

1. Introduce practicals for ty maths 
2. Allowing students to participate in events 
3. ....  

Teachers should make an effort to make theory subjects more interesting by having small activities in 
class.  
 
Late submission of assignments and projects should be marked accordingly as it is unfair to students who 
complete the work on time.  
 
Organise more events and field trips.  

No suggestions 

No comments  

All good 

- 

The teachers should elaborate and explain in brief the topics of projects given 

No suggestions  

- 



1) Tell teacher to mind their own business ( teach and go ) 
2) Don't interfere in students personal life and their clothes  
OTHERWISE JUST MAKE A UNIFORM  

- 

No suggestions  

- 

1. More practical teaching with field trip. 
2. More career guidance with information of what that job does. 
3. Do not clash activities such as competitions when close to exam week. 

. 

- 

Our teachers are always better  

- 

Interact with the students a little more. 

Making .their language quite simple as to easy to understand 
To the point explanation  
Help us regarding the notes as to how to go about with it 

They should keep field trip in all subjects 

Not applicable 

Na 

It would be very nice if more examples were given while teaching in certain subjects. 

_ 

Good  

To Interact with students  

No suggestions  

Replace the principal of our institution. Then all the problems will be solved. 

Effective teaching methods and revision during SEE , extra curricular activities 

The teachers don't tell us about any courses or internship unless we go up to them and ask them about it 
. Exception of the economics.  

It is already d best � 

Revision during SEE, extra curricular activities and effective teaching  

No suggestions 

No 

Participation , effective topic for isa , modern learning  

No comments  

----- 



I suggest that the teachers should have a revision day before our exams start where we summarise our 
syllabus. 

--- 

It would be great if some teachers won't just read from the ppt, it's very difficult to understand. 

. 

Observations : teacher's are always helpful and kind 
Use ICT tools and digital game based learning 
Good learning experience  

-  

let us know about the internship available for us to have an experience in the subject we want to pursue 
in our 3rd Year.  

•Important notices should be sent well in advance. 
•Teachers should inform us about class tests during class hours and not at midnight. 
•Teachers should be open towards using Google classroom as a way to communicate with the students. 

To conduct more feild trips that will overall improve our learning teaching process  

The recess timing is very less. 

----- 

. 

No 

Better teaching tools pleaseeee 
Videos will be better as teaching tools or models 

. 

NA 

Teachers should try to understand the students be more friendly and give notes 

- 

No comments. 

Teaching is very good 

Teachers should use animations and chalk n board to make students understand the topic. 
Classes are not given to seniors of the institution ie..ty 
There is no action taken after taking responses from students as it remains the same as seen from last 
year. 

Introduce more on fun teaching methods, applications  
Give more information about internships 

No suggestions 

 
Practical learning  

No suggestions 

1. Teacher's has to take for frequent field trips because we were not taken even to one. 
2. We require more opportunities to do internships. 
3. Revision classes before semester end exams are required for best results. 



The practical timing can be adjusted so the students are able to go home early. 

Improvisation in communication, interaction  

Everything good 

More field trips should be held 

College should atleast start by 8.30 am.  
Canteen food is expensive and not so hygienic.  

Taking on field trips. 
Conduct some programs for better understanding of students  

Experiencing with better knowledge and learning new things everyday  

.. 

No suggestion  

Teachers should be attentive to quality of teaching rather than quantity of teaching.. 

No suggestions 

.. 

- 

No suggestions 

1)Practical learning should be included rather than just theoretical, 
2)Enough seats should be provided to students for their desired subject , 
3)All students must be encouraged to get involve in IT related courses and use of computers  

Classes can be made more engaging to help understand concepts even better  

Nothing  

Help regarding the notes. 
Improvement in explanation like making it simpler so it is easy to understand . 
Overall encouragement is must. 

No 

All ok 

Activities  

Various cells & organisations that are present should be active & conduct activities.  

The teachers should teach and know if students understood or not also teachers should not do unfair for 
some students.  

We should be taken to more field trips by the college. 
The college should encourage participation in intercollegiate events and also start preparation well ahead 
of time. Teachers should also give duty leaves to participants. 

No comments  

The trs should make us understand a concept in a simple way rather then just reading the PPT slides that 
they prepare and assume we understand 
 
Lectures should be short (trs take the entire lecture just explaining and repeating concepts ) which makes 
half the class less intrested. 



 
Practical trs are sometimes not punctual and keep us waiting for sometimes even 40 min . So i highly 
encourage trs to come on time 

_ 

Provide internship opportunities  

 Encourage cooperative learning  
Be flexible to change  
Use less of multimedia  

1) using more of examples than just theory 
2)communicate with the students on regular basis 
3) encourage team work and group study 

- 

Use real life example to compare 
Explain the application about it 
Make use of natural object to explain concepts of diagram  

1 Scope of the particular subject should be discussed in detailed  
2 Practical teaching should be more focused 
3 Concept should be explained with the help of simple examples  

It should be very interesting especially  

None 

Encourage students 
Encourage team work  
Encourage group studies give opportunities to others 

Field trips 
Canteen has no options and it's expensive! 
And overall teaching is really good 

No need  

The nuns should have a smiling face in the morning. 
The rules of the institution need to be revised. 
There are no options in the canteen and prices are high. 
Overall the teachers and faculty are really good.  

We need more TY picnics Please 

Having good conference  

None 

No suggestion 

don't rush with exams we time to prepare use different teaching methods make us familiar with Questions 
and not the ans teach students how to solve the practical problems or (most needed �)just keep 1 day 
practical and other day problems on that sum(dying to figure out wht to with the readings�) 

Some department does take ur fir field trip but overall the institute and teacher are excellent they are 
helping very well with ISA and encourages us further more they provide with all Gk and facts to keep us 
updated .  

Rather than concentrating on completing the portion we can learn more about the subject ok depth  
Teachers need to take more efforts in understanding topics 



1) tell teachers to mind their own business and don't interrupt with students personal life 
2) if their have any problem with our clothes then tell them to input uniform 
Otherwise tell them to keep quiet and teach and go  

Maybe be more polite to students because we as well respect the teachers. 

. 

. 

LCD should be used by each teacher. Lecture timings shouldn't exceed cause sometimes we miss our 
break. 

Use of power point presentation while teaching  
Teaching by taking us in place where we can learn  

Internship should be provided in the college  

1)Aptitude and reasoning class should be given once in a semester to make students ready for 
competitive exams. 
2)Should keep soft skills class for every semester. 

1. Regular Revision after each subject is done 
2. Test on the each subject should be given 
3. Students should be given a idea of about how to answer or in which way they should or could answer 
the paper  

1)Teachers should look into the difficulties faced by students related to the syllabus and try and help in a 
possible way. 
2) Teachers should revise the syllabus briefly inorder to make the students aware of the things taught 
before. 
3)The practical component of syllabus should be given time to practice if possible,way before the exams. 

Teachers should me more interactive with students, more knowledge should be provided about 
internships, lectures should me made more applicatory type and fun 

More of interesting techniques of learning could be inculcated and the lecture duration could be 
maintained only for an hour and not more than that..!  

The teaching is mostly good but there is a dire need for improvement on the lecturers side to make an 
effort for students to understand the concept better. 
 
 
 

No suggestions  

Take us for field trips 
Take us for field trips 
Take us for field trips 

Should encourage students in choosing their carrier option 
Lectures should not be exceeded beyond the time  

. 

No comments  

1) teachers shouldn't changed between the ongoing semester.  
2) WiFi connection should be strong.  
3) More extracurricular activities should be promoted. 

No suggestion  

Teaching is good.  



Teaching is good  

The teaching methods is good  

Take us for field trip  
Take us for field trip 
Take us for field trip  

Faculty is well versed and experienced in their respective subjects 

1) teachers should send a question bank after they finish a chapter.  
2) students should be allowed to practice the practicals before exam or a brief revision could be given.  
3) there should be improvement in the timetable.  

The educators have been improving their efforts as soon as they obtained the results and are always 
concerned as to whether or not we have understood a certain concept.  
 
Question banks should be sent so that the students can practice and so that they're are aware of how the 
questions can be posed and how they have to answer accordingly.  

1) More carrier guidance with exact information of what they will enable us to do in future. 
2) Teaching of theory should be more related to practical component where it becomes easy to 
understand and along with fieldtrip. 
3) Subject such as zoology and physics with exam point of view should be given more time to understand 
the concept and please do the necessary changes before next year. 

College should start little late. Canteen food is expensive and unhygienic. We should be allowed to move 
out of the campus  

Teaching must be made for fun, to sustain the attention of the students. 
A break of 10 minutes between lectures to allow students freshen and prepare for the next lecture. 
The Duration of the lecture should be shortened as on an average a student can not pay continous 
attention. 

- 

Teaching should be made more interesting 
Continuous lecture should maths be there 
Between lectures 10 minutes break should be give 

. 

College should atleast begin at 8:30am as students struggle for bus service  
Canteen is very expensive & not so hygiene  

Teaching should include more examples  

Should provide notes  

More examples  

All teachers should use LTD fr teaching also we are compared vit others  

They should know the concept properly themselves because some of the teachers go blank while 
teaching. 

No comments 

Internships should be provided by college. 
College should organise field-trips atleast for DSC subjects. 

. 

Reduce workload 
Allow us to leave campus if we finish our classes early or to go to the outside shops 



Improve Practical timings  

 1)Most of the teachers only read from the slide 
2) Need more activities 
3) Some teachers teach overtime  

Include field trips for all the subjects for they provide more practical information for the students.  
Teachers should give more knowledge about the work fields in that subject. 
It’ll help if the teachers provide at least some notes or give a question bank for their paper. 

They should know the concept properly themselves first and tecah us properly.  
Improve the quality of teaching. 

Teacher's should be more interactive with the students. 
Teacher's should try to finish their lecture within the time. 
Teacher's should give more of real life examples while teaching. 

..  

Teachers should be more interactive with the students.  
Teachers should try to finish the lectures within the time.  
Teacher should give more of real life examples while teaching. 

Teachers shouldn't use projectors often 

Practical timings 

Nothing  

Good 

— 

Current affairs 

Good 

- 

Involve activities that will make our learning interesting ,teachers take over time in class . 

The students who don't have lectures or who want to go out for printing notes or to buy 
something...should be allowed to go out.  

Theoretical aspects should be actually shown in reality by organising fieldtrip In relation to the subject.  

Proper time management of classes (i.e timetable shold be improved my keeping less free lectures and 
not keeping students till late everday) 

All teachers should use the LCD to teach and demonstrate. Also 2 division shouldn't be compared. 
Teachers should not exceed their lecture time and use recess time. Also don't take extra classes hence 
it's really hectic especially during Ramadan  

1. Wifi connection is poor 
2. Teachers should not be changed during the ongoing semester  
3. Extra caricature activities should b added  

Avoid changing teachers  
Improve the WiFi connection  
Add extra fans in the class 

.  

All teachers must use the LCD or any sort of multimedia to teach and demonstrate, two divisions 



shouldn't be compared and teachers must also not exceed their teaching time limit. Also don't take extra 
classes hence it's really hectic especially during Ramadan.  

*Slow down the phase of explanation  
*break in between explainaton  
*loud n clear 

1) Teachers should complete the chapters on time. 
2) Institution should have more intercollegiate events. 
3) Improvement in Time Table. 

Teachers should atleast give some break in the lectures. 
Try to reach every student and clarify their doubt. 
Should keep the practicals between lectures in the morning than in the afternoon. 
Projectors are not working properly so they need to be repaired or replaced. 

Provide brief notes...use PPT while teaching  

No suggestions 

Need more activities , some teachers take over time 

-More practical work than theory taught in class  
-Organising Field trips make learning more effective  
-To encourage students to participate in events & helping them improve  

Our class is dull... Lighting should be improved... Thankyou in anticipation 

Nice 

1)Teachers should take 45 mins of lecture instead of 1hr. 
2)Teachers don't give the exact book name to refer 
3)sometimes Teachers even continue the lecture during recess  

Provide brief notes in ppt 
Give examples that are understandable to students  

Should take outside college example For trips For better education or broadening of knowledge 
Should use TV screen to teach most of the time 
And lastly should come early For the practical according to the given time 

1. Teachers should decrease screen timing  
2. Teachers shouldn't give any other work(completing the journal ) during our isa  
3. Teachers shouldn't take our recess  

Some subjects like economics should be taught practically by group discussion debate 
Feild trips 

Teachers should not judge students and should not do partiality and treat all students equally 

Teacher should not take our recess .  
Teacher should take 45 min lecture instead of 1 hr.  

None 

Everyday afternoon practicals should not be conducted because most of the time is spent in college and 
don't get time with family . 
 
The teachers should be properly trained to teach the students. Sometimes trs just read from the 
presentation and not explain. 
 
Teachers should teach more practically.  

No suggestions  

Ppt notes should be shared . 



They should take us for field trips . 

Teachers should provide notes to the students 
Teaching should be done through ppts because it makes understanding the concepts easy 
The students should be taken for field trips 

Overall its Good  
Management in time should be improved  

. 

. 

... 

There should be time management  
Overall observation was satisfactory.  

. 

. 

More examples 

No suggestions  

No suggestions 

Connect theoritical concept to real life by organising field trips 

No suggestion 

Attendance is taken at the beginning of the first lecture, late comers are marked as absent, without 
analysing the fact that traveling is time consuming. 
Long hours in college makes us really tired and drains our energy, there is no time left to study or 
complete the notes. Colleges should end by 2 as traveling also takes almost an hour to reach back home. 
Syllabus should be covered at least two weeks prior so that students get to study well and there's a good 
time given for revision  
Notes need to be provided for every subject and three to four concepts can be given for additional 
references/notes making. 
The academic year should start by mid June and end by mid April with all the examinations. 

Providing notes can help the students with the learning process. 

Overall I like the teaching of our institution.... 

- 

Teachers should not be changed during on going semester. 
There should be curiculative activities for the students. 
The teachers should be more friendly with the students. 
 

- 

It would be really better if the teachers would upload their ppts/notes at the first minute itself because it 
becomes much easier to study on a day-to-day basis as we can also get ample of time to prepare our 
own notes with the help of the ppts that are provided to us at the earliest. Majority of them upload their 
ppts 2 to 3 days or sometimes even 1 week prior before the ISAs which becomes very very difficult to 
study. This should not be the case. I hope my suggestion will be taken into consideration. It's a humble 
request.  



Our teachers are teaching good  

Lectures should not be extended beyond the recess. 

. 

. 

Good 

. 

Teachers should not be changed during ongoing semester. 
More extra curricular activities. 
No proper sitting area. 

Every department teacher's is good they don't need any suggestions �. 

It’s good  

More examples to be given about a particular topic. 

Should b given more examples and ppt video n revision.  

It would be a little better if intercollegiate events were prioritised too 

Nothing  

Teachers should relate the syllabus with practical work and it's applications and the purpose for learning 
each topic.  
Teachers should have some career guidance and Q and A sessions with students.  

Limited classrooms  

Improving my studies better then before  

Its good 

Teachers should know the weakness of students so they can help students to overcome through it . 

Na 

No 

Timetable issue  

. 

. 

There are late lecture which are usually hindi only thats unfair for hindi students. 
Hindi is very neglected subject which is thought in this collage.  

Provide notes, breaks between lectures and not exceeding the lecture time... 

1)Teachers should not be changed during on going semester. 

Teachers should not be changed during on going semester. 
Extra curricular activities 

No suggestions  

... 

None 



For hindi student the lectures are never in the morning they are always later class.  

More amount of field trips should be given to understand certain topics. 

Intervals in between the lectures to relax the mind.  

Applications about it should be discussed more 
Students should get more application based assignment 

Our teachers train us for life, and not just for syllabus. Am satisfied and Grateful.  

� 

- 

Try to get closer to students as much as possible.  
Interect with students more and more.  
Figure out the issue the students are facing. 
Be more practical with what is to be tought. 

Excellent teaching and supportive  

1)teachers should reduce screen timing in class 
2)teachers shouldn't ask journal to submit during( Isa) 

Taking on field trips  
By programs and different activities 

. 

Nothing much  

-- 

Make the subject interesting by citing examples 

. 

No suggestions..  

They need to communicate well 

Set up more projectors as some are not working . 

There are no events held in the college 
Some teachers are having issues with the clothing.  
And treat us like primary students and can't enjoy our college life and too much shifting from one place to 
another. 
And we don't have college tour. 

There are no events that can make the students more engaging. This college have problems with attire. 
There is no proper place to sit in a group to make projects and assignments. We ask to have a tour in out 
college.  

1) Allow students to go home early if they have no lectures or need to go to the printing shop outside 
without having to ask for permission.  
2) Exchange the zoology practicals with physics practicals on Wednesdays so that PCB students get to 
go home early at least once a week.  

A place to sit on college campus with shade as there's too much heat and gates are closed it difficult to 
work on campus with no shade.  
Teachers need to ensure students have understood the topics.  
More college activities for students need to be added for opportunity to everyone.  
Early completion of portion would be good as students get time to study and go through the notes.  
A revision before main paper is not done by most teachers  



No suggestions  

No suggestions 

Nil 

Field trips  

Should use black board more while teaching. 
Explanation is done very well. 
They are always on time for lectures. 

. 

some teachers are really good but some are not. 

Overall it was good  

No suggestion  

The teachers can include examples to make it understandable 

There should be most curicullam activities  

No suggestions.  

- 

. 

.  

The institute should wind up the college before 1:45 pm as the students are seen doozing during the 
afternoon lectures. 
The teachers should ensure that every student is able to understand whatever they need to. 

No comments  

They should encourage the student more. They should leave the students at 1.30. 
Need improvement in teaching. 

The teachers should should ensure that every student is able to understand whatever they need to. 

-- 

. 

Everything is good 

No suggestions  

Good.... 

Teaching is ok 

The institution should have more extra curricular activities and not only over burden with lectures and 
keeping those activities after lectures in the afternoon  

.  

I don't have any suggestions  

Nothing  

No suggestion 



. 

Fairly good 

New technology new lab setups  

Teacher's should understand the children situation and help them in their studies nicely 

No suggestions 

1)Tr can revise the syllabus all together at the end once it's over. 
2) There can be random quizzes weekly where all the streams together can participate and learn new 
things. 
3)Tr should not delay too much (like 20 min) to come to class and also to leave class after time is up. 

The teachers should eloborate the concepts in a better way. 

I think there should be more creative actives introduced for the department 

More practical aspects should be included 
Extra curricular activities should be promoted besides regular academics 

.  

1) Teachers shouldn't be wasting time in the initial days and then when the exams are close by running 
with the portion 
2) They shouldn't be partial or bias towards certain students . They should treat each and every student 
equally 
3) Try to explain difficult concepts in more simpler words rather than using high vocabulary.  

..  

Thank you  

Everyday Teaching in classrooms are boring field trips are also required 

. 

No suggestions  

Nothing 

Nothing to suggest as such because we've the best of everything and going to college feels like luxury 
because of their innovative ways of teaching. 

Practical should be preferable in the morning half 

No 

- 

No Suggestions  

Need to give notes 

Good 

None  

Nothing much to say about it . It's going on good  

All are good  

Good 



1. Spacious classroom 
2. Inter college activities 
3. - 

Very good 

..... 

1) Firstly for ISA II portion to study should be only 1 chapter for each teacher because each chapter 
contains many slides and it's difficult for the students to study 4 chapters for 10 marks . 
2)Secondly , lectures shouldn't be exceeded beyond the class hours . 

They should keep field trips in all subjects  

- 

Feedback of the students performance 
No partiality 
And grading the students based on the hardwork not on the teachers attitude towards the students!! 

1. Proper addressing about the outcomes and communication of the syllabus and the course  
2. Evaluation was a bit unfair in the current semester.  
3. Better explaination with examples  

Teachers hired should be have knowledge of the papers assigned to them for teaching, which is 
absolutely missing in this institution.  
My observation was there's a teacher who is very partial and biased in giving marks, judging students 
based on their religion is a very wrong practice and she does that everytime, and we the innocent 
students suffered with low scores everytime due to her partiality and biased nature. Take action against 
her first! She needs counseling first and thn she can be made ready to teach the paper she is teaching! I 
really mean what I said!  
Thirdly, they tell us one thing and mark us based on something else. For example our teacher told us to 
submit summary report for assignment which we did but instead of marking us for summary she marked 
us based on the pages submitted that is student who submitted 20 pages scored 18 marks and me who 
submitted 3 pages got 3 marks. Now I couldn't go and explain the teacher who has no knowledge of what 
summary is and how long a summary should be. That's why writing it her. Kindly take action on this 
aspect. Otherwise students won't leave the college with satisfaction just like me and my classmates!  

Out of 4 chapters, around 2 chapters are given to students for presentation, some students explain well, 
majority of them are lost. At the end while answering the paper, rest of the class suffers. Some teachers 
are unfair. The hardwork is not noticed many a times. Learning about mental health and not getting an 
environment after paying so much is sad. Other colleges have internships, here we went for 12 hours 
observation. Where do we have the exposure. Majority of my classmates have suffered, and now our 
lives have been changed forever. 

Use other ways of teaching  

First of all they should be treat each and every students equally. 
Give them exposure to learn new new things. 
Discriminate which i have faced in this institution,i will never forget that.I have work hard to earn this 
degree with good percentage,but i don't think so that your hardwork paid also . Coming from middle class 
family, spending so much money to earn degree but in last that degree is also like just a piece of paper, 
other institutions provides internships but in this institution only for 12 hours observation, and i don't know 
where this observation will useful also. 

- 

 


